Today’s Weather
Friday: 78° | 59° F
Partly Cloudy

Mindset of Innovation
“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower”
-Steve Jobs

“Innovation is not the product of logical thought, although the result is tied to logical structure.”
-Albert Einstein

Fall Welcome Events
Today, August 30
Fall Welcome Spartan Spectacular!
This huge event includes a cookout, concert, Sparticipation—featuring over 350 student organizations, a pep rally, and fireworks!

Location: Munn Field
Schedule
Cookout- 4:30-6:00
Concert- 4:30-8:00
Sparticipation- 5:00-8:00
Pep Rally- 8:30-9:30
Fireworks- 9:45

IS Daily Events
Bi-Weekly Meeting
8:15-8:45
IS Resource Room 131
IS PM Discussion
9:00-10:00
IS Conference Room 130
IS Team Leaders Meeting
1:30-2:30
IS Conference Room 130
Tech Skills Gap Goals and Objectives Workshop
2:30-3:30
IS Conference Room 130

Quotes for thought...
“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower”
-Steve Jobs

“Innovation is not the product of logical thought, although the result is tied to logical structure.”
-Albert Einstein

Did you know?!
Each year, Americans buy 90 million pounds of marshmallows, half of which that are sold during the summer, end up being toasted over a campfire!

Happy Toasted Marshmallow Day!